Over 40 business
sectors and more
than 32,000
employees
represented
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members
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Connect
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Somerset
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events a year for
members
Be heard lobbying and
representation

Includes:
• Networking
• Training
• Development
• Briefing
• Panel discussion
• CEO forum
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the local
business
community
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Grow
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Event
sponsorship
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attend
Somerset
Business
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T: 01823 444924 E: membership@somerset-chamber.co.uk

What our members say...
‘’Somerset Chamber of Commerce hold
a number of events which are always
informative, well attended and provide
great opportunities to network and meet
new people from the local business
community, this is why I continue to
attend the events you organise.’’

‘’Somerset Chamber events have been
my “go to events” over many years.
I enjoy the variety of attendees I meet
at meetings from micro/small to large
employers. I have met a large number
of my contacts through Chamber events
and I am pleased to say that I have built
lasting contacts. I find the events team
very approachable and their events
booking system is very user friendly.’’

Justin Clark – Cooper Associates

Mandy Bridge – Eloquent Technologies

‘’Through the Somerset Chamber we
get much wider exposure to Somerset
businesses than we achieve on our
own; the Chamber organise and host
a fantastic number and range of
networking events across the County
and year, and these have been invaluable
for us. Chamber membership is always
recommended by us for businesses
operating across the County.’’

‘’We are delighted to be members
of The Somerset Chamber of
Commerce and I really can’t praise
them highly enough.

Jon Beake – Wessex Reserve
Forces’ & Cadets’ Association

Lindsey Nutbeen
– Augmentum Business Solutions

“Somerset Chamber of Commerce
events have become my number one
source of new leads. It’s a cliché but
true: people do business with people.
Word of mouth referrals are so much
more powerful than faceless advertising
or noisy social media. Chamber events
give members the opportunity to meet
new potential clients face to face, and
share quality time with them, often over
a lovely meal in a great setting. It’s the
most cost effective and enjoyable way
I’ve found for growing my business.”

“We have seen the size of the Chamber
grow from around 80 members to over
500. This clearly demonstrates the
Chamber’s success in Somerset and
shows why we enjoy promoting and
supporting the work carried out by
a great team.’’

Their commitment and service to
their members is excellent. They are
supportive, proactive, friendly and
they organise diverse and interesting
events. I am happy to recommend them
wherever I go, in and out of Somerset!’’

Julie Grant – Blueloop

Danny Gosling – Thinkography

Membership also
entitles members too
discounted rates with...

International Trade Documentation

67% OFF

50% DISCOUNT

AA Membership

50% OFF
DHL shipping

all offers subject to
terms and conditions

